
KOSHUN’S COG  
 
nuclear turd world   imperial jock-socked at core 
in) devil law a capital whore 
this) global war terrors millions  
lucifer minions   sulphur uterine cooked spawn 
death born   heart fuck come together   struck apart  
black lightning strike torn 
culture globalisation? fusion bomb 
darkest fear holds the universe’s stomach    
 
rattle lead fangs  the battle-head bangs 
a cackle where the red-line rang   the lyrical dead sang 
veteran aspirant  toxin respirant 
the race-issue resident between cell-coil & tissue measurement 
gene-pool’s sacrament 
to the holy-tick con-text politic   defined holistic 
 
miscegenate to generate a mental-to-rectal hate mix 
gore-splash war-game animate 
human platform animal station    slo-mo blood drops  
gene rotten flow death-flood crops 
 
war plane on peace mission     tale spin into fiction  
consumer-nation expansion 
script flipped back twisted prostrate   corporate degenerate 
come coprophile-liberate 
 
psyched animal on acid dreams 
drugged so lugged doped rhythmstreams  
drunken piles the mind races 
insane human overdraft-life drawn 
mindlocks and headpads 
they milk veins load shells in skulls 
slaves in mental hulls 
 
bush rage   predatorial forage 
 
big brotherhood beamed dreams  drained thought telecast vision 
colonial heartbleed hypocrisy   prophecy gone bust on screen 
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reel-to soused reel schizophrenic 
fang-to-neck kiss 
the human is blood-bucket to the market driven 
 
existence is spectacle   life’s synthetics 
(little koshun lost in jungle sonics) 
illusion human relations & madness makes sense  
the social miracle the beast embraces 
 
global design on the era’s definition  
marine on christian mission 
colonial) whitewash and spread the absolution 
talk people not capital when life is financial concern? 
 
whirl the wind  to whip the world into consent 
the bow-to-rule concept 
weakheart and softspine aligned in concert 
snivel tongue is a graveyard shovel 
stick it in up the earth-bowel 
beg feed from deathbowl 
mortal state the goal 
 
CHORUS: 
dead intellects debate    throw up a dread mandate 
conscience sinks in deep HATE what history will pre-date 
blood evaporate 
 
colonial mentalities recycled from bloodlined fraternities 
to sisters of supreme mercies howls on aryan mountain peaks 
from caucasus to negrotto   death-graphs and mentality shrieks 
supremacy diseased squad   sick dog-head at the drool pool 
the skin is stained tainted   ‘cos melanin painted 
watch the race explode  the pieces fall in the class terrain 
 
cruel connect electric   in second coming time 
shame on the brave drop shit thru the hole in the soul centre 
captive spirit slave god is green walking down red roads 
(who will carry these dead loads) aggresses these cretins he addresses 
the masses live between mountain buttocks 
(detox from where evil talks) the dread-predator stalks 
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klux in the foul power run from eggs to explosives 
klan destiny written in the stars and stripes 
frozen chicken fodder of david 
 
tech-excess waste   toxic garbage 
in soft-poison talk   and the lead walk 
on the trade-route   paid in jackboot-loot 
betrayed in bullet friendly embrace  
raid & pillage the race 
 
black rain caught in the net-web 
crab-wet & wack    tack on the neck 
shackled at the free market 
we’d swing in the tree but it’s become paper 
so crawl bloated belly broken bottle cut & bawl 
across the carpet wall to skin-wall 
flesh is the parapet    (rats to paper) 
human veins hold up the skyscraper 
state power locked    high up in the hate tower 
got nature in chains  (colour us faeces coloured the thesis) 
temper the skull-plate & brains vibrate 
same species bought & sold     (the ultimate) hold white venerate 
caught in shame-prison 
 
(‘koshun the alienated adventurer’ in frau berkes terms 
  rumpelstiltskin evolution is a blood to bone to shit to brain period) 
 
slip a disc sulphuric snake it in the groove 
get minds on the skid serpentine move 
life is fluid until dammed 
birth does that….pain will sustain THE DREAM 
 
solace in plastic world raceless 
and then the flames (class) 
prattle faster pedal back to black shore up struggle racketeers  
(future sound is sure ground) synthetics live inside concept 
come off the rant and rail tracks    the thrill in the drill 
 
first the grey-zone stint as ‘drag-machine on parade’ 
‘the colour is one?’ next bray for a ‘return’ or ‘forward’ 
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hit ‘rewind’ or what button ‘eject’ then will the tint fade to code 
beyond the commodity outside the strut and wriggle butt-lick for the jiggle 
 
sound stretched to infinities DUB-tone silence’s distances 
violence where the music breaks the piece of mind it takes 
skulls broken to micro-chips  
magic-dancer slips on spilt cerebellum 
(sick tales on psychic lips) it leaves a psyche-stain 
derail the thought-train    tonight we ‘GET OFF’ 
 
value belief if system tradition is prison oppresses 
sense-virus injected brilliance infected 
radiation burn dips in skin melts bone 
blow-torches essences peels off pretences 
liberated leave in self destruction’s genesis 
 
 
test-tube situate experiment 
sensibilities desolate mad merriment 
they rodent tunnel blood down the funnel 
intellect sucked into a tv channel selection 
‘poop in the loop’ dreams on mountains-tops 
creation mission flops gene rotten… 
 
(i’m necro to the koshun corpse) 
 
eco-pattern destroy they process trees and plasticise grass 
move in mortal circles psycho-illogical 
 
needle/stylus in wax-spin situation 
birth to death time-travel on a cross-fader 
gone off the mental-radar 
graf-warrior on a flesh-wall 
bomb the skin for the heart 
deface to bring out beauty art 
pump the bass and watch babylon fall 
 
hawk in flight reach height between kingdom and ruin 
stock market crash 
rabies and the lash poetry the ostrich-eyelash dirty 
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putridity is cash in a human bagabone 
a bone for the obscene rich 
barbarian on the charge 
cannon and the venereal discharge 
the poem survive the depth charge.  
 
trooper nova eruption 
(soldiers for love?) ovations in semen 
(for) sutured ova conception immaculate 
in the wrath dance – 
scavenger vengeance to innoculate  
(not hunger but hate) 
the vampire is bleeding 
the host is feeding   on the parasite 
** 
cybersonics    space song    grey noise universe sound 
a wacko-mutant’s screech punctures the heart 
then the spirit search in electronic pulse 
then the mind penetration generuption…. 
the dormant is dominant   in trance-stage 
the cyborg conducts a genetic experiment 
 
word-assassin   this verbal armageddon time 
cross the computer-line   to the designer death machine 
boom in the engine room 
bap the mouse-rap in a voice trap 
connexion dislocation    sex to the schizoid 
between pain and pleasure  a place to avoid the paranoid 
jaws unhinged doors dislocated    
and the brains hang 
colonise sun-rays     privatise moonlight 
individual ownership/financial concern days 
 
ring around the stars  security bars leave scars   
in prison mentalities 
fences around the senses  profiteering’s fatalities 
the cosmos is hostage in the globalised age 
crime pays: legal     prison stock and jail share 
 
the ocean knows the flesh in the sea skin powers trip the slaves 
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in trade all is fair  all fare for the trade poverty is degenerate heaven  
 
shake down the vertebrate 
break the hold on (to) empty fate 
the dominant (genetic) will determine 
food is a contraceptive devise 
cyborg to a dub-throb  (move) 
button up the umbilicus     and shut the coffin 
worm to scavenger relation 
buck the system and the predator will pounce 
announce the next in humanity dormant    (go on) 
 
nerves taut as torture 
sinews stretched across  this time’s distances 
caught undead in the aborted future 
sloshed priests slashed wrists 
negotiate path to where the silent blood is cashed in violent flood 
 
asphyxiation by intestines   strung along poetry lines 
eyeballs roll down the entrance hall 
crawl as testicles plop on the dressing table 
image castration vivid   ligament on the wall is ornament 
dead choices  torment’s noises    
(should be hair where now cerebrum resides: examine your insides) 
in the air disembowelment’s voices 
 
worm out the needle      squirm chemical 
getting dreader with the data 
interrogate (the) matter flutter politics 
the ankle-dangled ideological    in rock-top tangle 
run it electric down the testicles  
the electrocuted frozen cum in circles 
nuclear maggot   radioactive waste  metal taste    mechanical manure 
feed-back   never meant excrete 
supply power to metal head   will rattle the dead 
human battle against lead 
tongue – flip and flap    in current flow and ebb 
 
mechanical spirit oxy-moronic 
bovine idiotic (future reverberate in moment) 
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back-beat breaks between diabolics’ insane zodiacs 
satan mix  liquid swords cut out triple fixes for 3 sixes’ disciples 
 
haemophiliac desecrated the sacred red    depraved bloodstreams 
hydro-shock to desert souls 
‘conscience-search and mind destroy’ 
terror brief   for the horror-breed-sense-thief 
doom in the life-temple celebrant 
class siege    elite wars 
but first intellect battle 
herd in cerebral cattle 
scream exhibit in the dream gallery  
inhabit to deploy the grey-material artillery 
 
operations clandestine     missions destruction 
dead brigades  inhuman acts   all access to carnage areas 
success counted on ‘no conscience’ 
eagle claws doctrinaire pulls card out polluted air-skulls 
knees bow heads nod (in) consent time 
zombie-nation to the reconciliation-drum 
in/con-doctrination shuffle squash consent 
vanquish’s monument testament to subjugation 
 
settler mentality inject signal-point 
zone-in idea    wound vision 
run thought-process in reverse 
attack the perverse get perceptive gone septic 
then the gangrene   next decapitation 
dissemble conscience  phase in…disjoint humanity 
incubate and hold alien self-debate 
then erase identity cultivate hate   generate psychopathy 
animal husbandry turned military formation 
weaponry farmers mass-produce destruction  
destruction’s gadgetry     (death is harvest) 
organic foundation 
hammers to the head the dead fertilise  
(fertile with lies) what lies in the ground  steel-wheels around 
makes the hammer sound     coffin-to-the-auction progress:  
humans are recyclable    duplication ‘captured in image’) 
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force-feel wire-pulse life-fluid 
magnetic drive we rhythm-wave ride 
strive for machine heart pump open 
to gut-beat…bodies what the system wears 
(who dies dares…life scares) 
mothership connection    ears on the uterine wall 
all fears on the father ball   the seed hears the nightmare 
bounce across the time-light   rotten flesh is sin walking  
environ is mental space contaminated in colonial waste 
 
dreams wither (where) power is stationed 
corpse manifest   birdman’s nest 
volcanic-sonic    faithless article 
all spectacle no core empty crust ghosted 
at heart ill spirits thru to human-receptacle 
sucking liquefied deathlife excretion 
thru (its) own bone straw – 
questionless generation slingword across cultural deadland 
eco-was system-live-line feed throbbing came walking  
grave robbing culture pirates bootleg and shoefoot-in-the-mouth 
biting rats-in-tunnel senses/vision at the end of (the) train on thought-tracks 
 
(raise explosives to the universe) 
toddler bombs  kindergarten arsenal grow up to implode  
youth and truth equation inverse 
death in growth pregnancy trails entrails run in reverse 
in lactation…poison 
expectancy in life  redundancy journey to strife 
babes mouth no innocence  birth lies 
skies spurt corpses tombs open to the wise 
mama’s the bomb-drummer explodes to deepen the beat’ sounds 
profound but what slime’s under the thunder feet ticks in time? 
 
raid tombs parade gods emasculated eviscerated 
the true one’s paradise’s the globe 
beliefs are hostage chaos no theory we live it 
 
(koshun’s adventures in the echo-chamber) 
 
the brainiac is in the ark  insulated at the galaxy’s edge 
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(the earth is on mortgage) 
life (and lives) we trudge heckle hustle and hedge 
the poor receive (hear) it thru the emaciated pores poverty-dirt blocked 
 
talking warheads don’t bore but burst 
rule synthetic over organic fire plague spreads 
play grotesque task-monster 
internalise till mask is master 
prison without bounds   stripped (of) human fields  
the planet bleeds green 
 
vinylskin the needle is miracle vehicle 
cut to scratch (out) time-travel 
on) life's freeway nothing is final 
adapt alien hostile 
contaminate bloodstreams  flood dreams 
then THE PURGE : marrow corrupt system collapse 
 
SIDE 11 
genetic mutation levels out / peaks at übermenschheit 
insect society pick-&-peck-orders it 
android the ultimate human 
got the devil in ovulation 
 
golden pinhead grenade a cranial implant 
zit-wit (pus-brain) squeeze & pop  lifefluid freeze&drop 
 
live inside the last gasp   final breathe to inherit    
the high superlative       human void where life is    
what’s secret is in the street    indiscrete 
in echo & refract-life  the system is sub-terra 
 
jingoistic alien   this WORD my world invasion 
johnny demonic in sin-tax evasion 
technocratoxic in organic spaces 
posterity’s metallic traces to ancients 
life transgression death sanctifies 
annihilate death-futures to birth past paths 
 
smashes on thought-tracks 
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sense fragments are packed in cracked cranial bags 
acid doctrine dissolves minds into meat-slabs  
                       (trance-formations)  
animate bodies stacked against death-cold cranial-walls 
washed in red rains   the undead look rages against 
stains remain in book-pages 
 
culture wreckage this ultra-x-age 
WAR-freak art effects psycho-connect with condition-critical 
the sun melts into snow   poetry put on show 
illusion the reality self-hallucinate into BEING 
mutilate atom into bomb 
world peace held to ransom   economic scam 
 
mindmass takeover   where once was fake jehovah 
 
from squeal to deal negotiate  
conscience up the rectum 
(block) is progress from shock- 
therapy in flow   & flux 
‘it serves a purpose    it sucks’ 
the creamer’s on top (butt-end) 
but within the BLACK simmers 
 
fracture the bought-brain structure   short circuit the racket  
blood-bucket ideas got thought on the market 
the WAKE is    sense-waves across clogged brain-paths 
past lapses    thru blocked synapses  
septic concepts’ aftermaths 
(shatter that chain)  induce the lucid moment’s multiple births 
(ignorance death is a dread design) 
 
they define advance in capital terms (harm the human) 
evolution psychotics 
‘control the race to extinction’ signs 
with the moneyed/narcotic/ 
                                      pharmaceutics world all is fine 
 
gore spells religion  gospel is emotion  question calls inquisition 
heavenly fields yield angelic con-    quest…(the CROSS: vote/ 
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crucifix/symbol for the illiterate      faith/belief founded on hate) 
guillotine harvest trembles white on the spoon 
scoop out the moon…gelatine 
 
crusade is sadomasochistic travel to the heathen 
sword-swathed-path to heaven 
across the savage pains to enlightenment 
past hallucinated into aborted present 
  
(i’ve seen skin peel off peace missions       riding bone home) 
president phallus-head is a stunted (out-) growth  
waving political cum-pane    devil disciple satan initiate 
time the perennial hermaphrodite self-births its self minute per second 
decapitated penitent running in headless regret 
(the bones are liquid) earth is penitentiary   the tomb eternal dungeon… 
 
imagination verdant   green raw vision     envision rebirth 
dynamite seed is termite feed   cannibal incest manifest 
diseased minds in combat   senses’ bomb-blast 
neglect strife a life-debt    hearts’ psychedelics   nerves’ cosmics 
draw human relations but erase the head 
what constitutes survival on faith 
 
WORD is a war-zone     stack corpses & climb up that tear-flight 
fears faded in light   catch the unborn sight     i write    
the matter morphs into dead shape 
the bone-ladder leads thru the hole in the ozone 
we climb the broken spine to heaven 
 
mortal recall    memory bankrupt  
maggots are intellect ingesters 
lava minds bubble underneath untruths on the march 
ears open   & the worms enter    the skull is a  morgue 
eco-terrorism  gone galactic in the WORD-universe 
psycho-warriors      regenerate in dread duel against hate 
 
fire-ball bounce us into breath from concrete death 
the flame cleansing our pain doesn’t count    being profane 
tucked between flesh-layers we are empire-slayers 
liquefy mental  in the atomic vortex 
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insane we live inside the cortex  in cerebral existence 
 
bloodpipes burst open flood come to rest  
turn solid distil the pain to the pen/tip 
i am the WORD register where thoughts fester 
advance into the silence truth is my retreat 
 
(punk-bard in the junk-yard   human-scrap  
 astro-gliders rollerskating across the stars  
 bury me walking) 
 
class extract from race redundant 
unhook the power-machine jam the gene-engine   stagnant 
superior senses disintegrate   what nihil rage obliterate 
demon to barbarous state rendered corporeal to fanatic corporate prophet 
anarchic to conglomerate  
in bukowski kneipe the lines drop their weight 
tongue-tell to chill spine passing thru hell-gate 
 
brain wrapped around electric-barbed-wire-fence 
(punctured it drips & sizzles) & ‘POWER!’ it comes on…    
last fevered senses dance    then the short circuit 
‘who switched off the lights?’ cries the skull… 
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